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Mention “Hong Kong”, and what springs to mind is a cosmopolitan metropolis. It is a city of 7 
million; local Cantonese intermingling with English of various accents. Double-decker buses zip 
along narrow streets at steep inclines. Sky scrapers grow toward the sky, forcing one to crane 
one’s neck. 
 
Queen Mary Hospital, where I did my 3-week rotation in pediatrics, stands at 28-stories as the 
tallest hospital building in all of Asia. From the pediatrics ward on the 7th floor, one can see both 
the harbor & Victoria Peak. On a sunny day, sun glints off the peaceful waters, and it is rather 
calming watching ferries leisurely traversing the waters. 
 
Queen Mary Hospital: 
 
As a tertiary care facility, Queen Mary accepts referrals from Hong Kong and all of mainland 
China. In my short stay, I saw some unusual and very interesting cases, including IL-12 receptor 
deficiency, anti-NMDA receptor encephalopathy, sub-telomeric rearrangement Prader-Willi-like 
phenotype. I even saw a case of cystic fibrosis! 
 
Schedule: 
 
After two days of orientation pediatrics lectures, students are divided up into groups of six 
students. Each group rotates through two weeks of “residency period” on the wards. This time is 
spent entirely on the wards and is analogous to our clinical rotation. The remaining six weeks 
are spent attending small group teaching sessions and clinics.  
 
Medical school in Hong Kong is a 5-year undergraduate program. Teaching is in English, while 
communication with patients is mostly in Cantonese.  
 
The only required activity of the “residency weeks” were rounds. Morning rounds with the 
attending usually started around 9:30 and lasted two hours. Students did not write notes or 
present on rounds, so there was no need to pre-round. After morning rounds, we were free until 
afternoon rounds at 3:30. With the rest of our time, we were encouraged to “clerk patients” on 
our own, which consisted of taking a full history +/- a focused physical exam.   
 
Outside of two weeks of “residency”, the rest of the time was spent attending a series of a small 
group sessions. A typical day might consist of a morning teaching session on pediatric 
cardiology from 10:30 to 12 and an afternoon asthma clinic from 2:00 to 6:00. During clinic, we 
would take turns taking history from patients in front of the attending. The focus was on 
improving history-taking as well as recognizing physical signs of common or dangerous 
conditions. Students were not often asked about which test to order and there wasn’t much 
emphasis on lab interpretation. Instead, we were expected to form a ddx based on history and 
physical exam alone. This was an excellent opportunity to improve H&P skills! 
 



Overall, the hours were quite reasonable. I especially enjoyed the ample time available for a 
leisurely lunch, in contrast to always hurrying to and from lunch lectures here in the States! The 
canteen at Queen Mary Hospital has a variety of Cantonese dishes, and students typically ate 
there. My usual fare was BBQ pork with rice and honey-lemon tea. There was also a Starbucks 
in the building, which served honey-orange macchiatos and hazelnut lattes. 
 
Life: 
 
Medical students live in student dorms or at home with their families. Housing for elective 
students in the student dorms is available, but one must apply early to be guaranteed a place. 
I lived at YWCA in the Mid-Levels district. It was a small studio, but very conveniently located 
near Central district, which is the business district and heart of Hong Kong island.  
 
In the mornings, Queen Mary was a quick 20-minute bus ride away. Unlike mainland China, 
there were few bike riders on the streets. Commuting in general, however, is very easy. The 
subway system is extensive, as is the bus system. There is a citybus phone app, which gives 
point-to-point navigation directions. The city is also very walkable. Hong Kong’s steep hilly 
terrain makes daily walks into work-outs, while abundant shops and street vendors makes for 
unexpected adventures. There’s also more greenery here than one might expect and many 
hiking trails. Even from the heart of the city, it’s possible to “get away” and get a bit of nature, by 
hiking to the peak.   
  
The Mid-level Escalators became one of my favorite landmarks. It is a one of a kind outdoors 
escalator system that climbs up over 100 meters and connects multiple streets in the Central 
and Western districts. For movie fans, it was featured as a back drop in Chungking Express, 
and also, more recently, The Dark Knight. The full ride takes 20 minutes. Along the way are 
bars, restaurants, grocery stores, and even a mosque. At night, music pours out of packed bars, 
and restaurant goers stare out at commuters riding the escalators. It is quite a surreal scene.    
   
Food. Hong Kong is famous for its BBQ, dim sum, and assorted medicinal soups. There are 
tons of Western food options. Whether your hankering is for Thai, Indian, Lebanese, or Italian, 
it’s likely you’ll find something authentically pleasing. There is also plenty of fusion food and 
Hong Kong versions of American fare are always interesting. Within a block of where I lived, 
there was a pizza place with duck pizza, an O-Cafe serving samosas, and a local place with no 
English menu serving traditional milk tea and pineapple buns. Fast food options like Pizza Hut 
and McDonald’s also abound. Regional differences in fast food are interesting, such as the red 
bean pies on McDonald’s menu available for the New Year. Also interesting, McDonald’s there 
tended to be open 24-hrs a day, with 24-hr delivery service via guys on scooters.  
 
 
Into the Mainland:  
 
Hong Kong is short train ride away from Shenzhen. Before I knew it, a text on my cell phone 
informed me that I had crossed over into mainland China. The differences were multitudinous 
and immediate. There was the obvious language change: from Cantonese/English to Mandarin 
Chinese. There was the old gentleman who came up to me asking for change while I was eating 



IN the fast food restaurant. Eating, shopping, everything was cheaper. Dongmen Market, the 
oldest part of the city, is now a popular shopping destination for locals and a place to bargain for 
deals on clothes and trinkets. Dafen Oil Painting Village is a uniquely Chinese phenomenon. A 
local artists enclave, it is the place to go for bargain oil paintings that are replicas of great works. 
Less than one hour away from Hong Kong, Shenzhen is worth a weekend trip to experience a 
city that is a bit more raw and Asian in feel.  
 
China’s relationship with Hong Kong is complicated. When I first arrived in Hong Kong, I tried to 
speak to store clerks and bus drivers in Mandarin. I was born in Mainland China and moved to 
the States when I was six. I can still speak Mandarin well, as long as no technical terms are 
used. I figured the average person on the street might understand Mandarin better than English. 
I rapidly discovered that speaking Mandarin was a bad idea. People responded with “attitude” 
and visible annoyance. At first, I chalked it up to random rude encounters. Later, I tried English 
instead, and while people often did not completely understand, they responded more politely. 
Store clerks went from derisively warning me not to test the beauty products to eagerly trying to 
help me with my purchase.  
 
Overview: 
 
Hong Kong is a great place to experience the British model of medical education. There is a 
greater clinical emphasis, and teaching focuses on mastering the clinical signs and symptoms of 
common diseases rather than ordering tests. At the same time, it is a Chinese interpretation of 
the British system, so it is also a great place to glean a bit of Hong Kong culture. Socially, 
Cantonese is key. English is widely spoken, however, and most people are very solicitous to 
English-speaking foreigners. Also, lectures and all formal teaching are conducted in English, so 
communication in academic settings is not a problem.  
 
In addition, for those of you interested in pediatrics, University of Hong Kong is a great place to 
do an elective. There is plenty of structured teaching, but also ample free time on the wards to 
see patients and read up on their pathologies. As a tertiary facility, Queen Mary Hospital is a 
great place to see both bread and butter cases and some highly unusual and interesting cases.  
 
My group decided to have a farewell lunch. Over traditional Cantonese dishes (eaten family-
style), I learned about upcoming Chinese New Year traditions from my classmates. The first 
day, the family goes to the eldest son’s house to celebrate. Specific fish and vegetable dishes 
are cooked for luck and prosperity. Their descriptions of the various rituals were detailed and 
enthusiastic. Dessert was bowels of some fruit and jelly concoction. I could not name the 
contents, but it was delicious all the same.    
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